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Spectrum email settings for android phone

Source: Joe Marling/Android Central Your smartphone is likely to function as a hub for everything that's going on in your life. It's a place to store your contacts, important photos, important documents, and everything else. Your phone can easily access these things, no matter where you are, but what if something happens
to it? The app used in this guide Source: Joe Marling / Android Central First,Let's talk about photography. They are the best cameras you have in your pocket and for many people, this says your phone is just used to take pictures of everything about. From selfies to family portraits, these may all have been captured and
stored on your phone. With so many special moments living on your phone, it is important to keep backing up to the cloud so that they will not be lost forever. For this, we recommend Google Photos. Google Photos is 100% free and offers unlimited cloud backups of your photos and videos. Once you've downloaded and
installed the app from the Play Store, you'll have just a few taps to set it up. Open Google Photos. Sign in to your Google Account. Select the quality settings that you want. Wait for your photos to sync. Source: Android Central Does it and Google Photos will take all the photos and videos on your phone and save them in
the cloud on your Google account. If you have a lot of images on your phone and you've never set up Google Photos, it may take a while. It also automatically backs up any additional images or videos you capture while Google Photos is set up. Google Photos is free to use, but unlimited free backup images are stored in
what Google calls high quality. This is a low resolution file of your photos and they still look good, but they are not as sharp as the original files. If you want to fully back up your images at their original resolution, they count against your Google One storage (more on that in a few details). Be sure to see our guide to learn
more about how to back up your photos in Google Photos. One place for all photos and videos. When it comes to cloud photo storage, no one is better than Google Photos. The app is easy to use, all your memories are stored in the cloud for free and easily accessible on all your devices. Source: Android Central is fine,
so I backed up your photos, but what about all the other files? Both are cloud storage apps that can keep all Word documents, presentations, PDFs and other file types safe and safe from your phone's local storage. It's pretty much to start using one of the appsOn Google Drive: Open Google Drive on your phone. Tap
the +icon in the lower right corner. Tap Upload. Select the file that you want to upload. Source: Android Central All Google Drive users get 15GB of free storage to use just outside the gate, but if they want more, they'll have to pay a monthly fee. Extra Drive Storage is sold through Google One and plans start at
$1.99/month for 100GB. There are bundles of layers on offer, including 200GB, 2TB, 10TB, 20TB and even 30TB. If you don't want to use Google Drive for any reason, we also recommend using Dropbox. After downloading Dropbox from the Play Store, setup is easy. Open the Dropbox app on your phone. Sign up for
an account or sign in with Google. Once logged in, tap the + icon. Source: Android Central Dropbox is free to use, but only 2GB of storage is available for free compared to 15GB of free space on the drive. If you're upgrading to a paid plan, Dropbox Plus costs $11.99 per month and comes with 2TB of storage in addition
to 30 days of file recovery, Dropbox Smart Sync, and other features. Lots of free storage with flexible paid plans. Google Drive is one of our favorite cloud storage solutions. It is deeply integrated into Android and comes with a generous amount of free storage space and has a variety of paid options for any budget. If you
want an alternative to drive, Dropbox is also worth checking out. It has a great paid storage plan and a great mobile and desktop app. Source: Joe Marling/Android Central When using messaging apps like Facebook Messenger or Telegram, accessing messages on a new phone is as easy as logging into an account. But
if you're relying on good old SMS text messaging, it's a little more complicated. To save a backup of all your texts, you need to download the SMS Backup app from the Play Store and, on your new phone, download the backup so that all your conversations are restored. There are several apps that you can download to
do this, but one of the most recommended is SMS Backup &amp; Restore by SunTech Pty Ltd. This is free to download on the Play Store and it is very easy to set it up. Open SMS Backup &amp; Restore on your phone. Tap Start. Tap Set Backup. Source: Android Central From here, you can back up text messages as
well as any phone history you have. Be sure to take a look at our guide to learn more about how this processor works. Speaking of which, if you use WhatsApp as your primary messaging app, there is a completely different process that you need to follow to back up your conversations. A guide to the subject can be
found here. New phone, same old text. For those of us who are still using old-fashioned SMS text messages, SMS Backup &amp; Restore is an essential app. Back up all your text conversations with just a few taps and quickly restore them to another conversationSource: Joe Marling/Android Central Related Notes,
something else you want to make sure you are backed up is all about your contacts. We recommend that you use Google Contacts for this. Devices such as pixel 4a and Moto G Power have Google Contacts preinstalled, but if you have OnePlus, Samsung or LG phones, you may be using a contacts app made by that
manufacturer. If you're already using Google Contacts on your current phone, download the app on your new phone and sign in to your Google Account to automatically sync all your contacts. If you need more information, Google Contacts also provides tools for importing, exporting, and restoring contact files. Open
Google Contacts on your phone. Tap the menu button at the top left. Tap Settings. Source: Android Central Here you .vcf import your files, export contacts from your Google Account, and restore contacts you've saved to your account. Source: Joe Marling/ Android Central go right and you will also want to make sure that
all applications are backed up. Backing up apps used to be painful, but these days Google holds automatic backups in your account. So downloading the app and all its data is as easy as jumping into the settings of your existing smartphone, make sure the toggle is on, and choose the backup option when you get a new
device. On current smartphones, it's as simple as this: Tap System. Tap Backup. Source: Android Central On this page, you can turn automatic backups on and off, start the backup manually, and see when the last backup occurred for app data, device settings, and more. Once again, we have a detailed guide to explain
in detail on this topic to help you. How to backup Samsung phone Source: Andrew Multnik / Android Central Finally, if you are moving to a Samsung phone, it is worth checking out the Samsung Smart Switch app. To do this, download the smart switch of your old phone and your new phone, make a connection between
the two with a wireless or USB cable, and transfer all your data in one clean sweep. Smart Switch can be used to transfer almost everything including call history contact calendar data text message images, media and other files it is very easy to start smart switch on your old phone. After you download the app from the
Play Store, follow the instructions on the next screen. Open the smart switch on your old phone. Tap I agree. Tap Allow. Tap Let's go. Source: Depending on how you use it, android central tap cable or wireless.Source:Android Central One Finally, if you want to delve deeper into how it works, here's a more detailed guide
to walking through every step of this process. The easiest backup/restore tool for Samsung phones to go to new Samsung phones?The Smart Switch app is one of the best backup and restore tools out there. After establishing a connection between the old device and the new device, all the data is transferred without
disrupting the cloud. Taking out your phone on the go can be tricky if you've been gone for a long time. Luckily, there are some great portable chargers to keep toppings off throughout the day. Keeping your phone connected while traveling is a constant pain, but a nice long USB cable can reduce some of the stress of
using a hard-to-reach outlet. Anker's cables are robust and this 6ft example is a great travel companion. When you are traveling, make sure you have a portable battery back that will charge your phone immediately because you don't want to do anything to slow you down. This Anker 10000mAh pack supports 18W USB
PD and it is incredibly light. This is an ultra compact USB-C car charger that you can connect and forget that it is there until you need to charge your phone at maximum speed. Isn't that convenient? More information. Source: Joe Marin / Android Central Best Android One Phone Android Central 2020 Best Android 1
phone gets the latest Android update at the same time as Google Pixel. Software updates and security patches are guaranteed, and a clean interface without bloatware provides considerable benefits. There are a lot of great Android One phones out there, but if you ask us, Nokia 7.2 is the best you can get. Source: Joe
Marling/Android Central Of all Android One phones you can buy in the US, our top pick must be Nokia 7.2. The HMD globally driven Nokia brand has driven out many great smartphones in the last few years, with 7.2 prominent as an incredibly powerful product in the North American market. Nokia phones have a well-
built legacy and their point holds 100% truth at 7.2. It features a sleek glass back and a durable aluminum frame that looks and feels incredible. Around the front, the 6.3-inch display is a pleasure to watch. As well as being crisp in 2220x1080 resolution, the ability to play HDR10 content natively and convert SDR videos
to HDR means that everything is always full of color and vibrancy. What else can stand out about the Nokia 7.2? its battery life is great, the NFC chip allows contactless payments with Google Pay, USB-C is used for charging, and if you plan to store a bunch of local files, you can extend the generous 128GB of base
storage to an additional 400GB. The Nokia 7.2 doesn't have many drawbacks, but I'll point out that the triple rear camera is simply OK and the bezel below the screen is on a big side of things. Other than that, this is a stellar phone. Premium Glass Build HDR10 Display Great Battery 128GB Expandable Storage 3.5mm
Headphone Jack Large BottomThe rear camera is just right the best Android One phone you can buy if you live in the US and want a good, reliable phone that won't break the bank, much better than the Nokia 7.2. Source: Step under Android Central Nokia 7.2, we have a Nokia 6.2. 6.2 is not as technically impressive as
its more expensive siblings, but there is no denying how much value propositions bring to the table. The Nokia 6.2 essentially has the same body as the Nokia 7.2 and has slightly downgraded specifications. It has the same support for playing native HDR content and converting SDR videos to HDR video with a 6.3-inch
Full HD+ display. You'll also get the same 3,500 mAh battery, a triple rear camera, 4GB of RAM, and NFC for Google Pay. 6.2 has a different processor than 7.2, has less internal storage and has a 16 megapixel primary camera instead of a 48 megapixel camera, but for the most part it is a similar experience.
Considering the big price difference between the two, 6.2 is much more convincing. Excellent hardware HDR display 3 rear camera large 3,500 mAh battery Google Pay support Why doesn't the average processor camera quality save some cash? Essentially a downgraded version of Nokia 7.2, 6.2 offers one of the best
values Android One has to offer. Source: Harish Jonaragada/ Android Central Nokia 7.2 and 6.2 don't have to be denied as great phones, but at the same time, they still understand that they may cost too much for some people. If you want to keep your budget even lower, nokia 4.2 is the most recommended. Nokia 4.2
packs serious value. It features a small water drop notch, face unlocks, and a 5.7-inch screen with a metal + glass design that looks and feels as good as a phone that costs hundreds of dollars. Speaking of its design, the Nokia 4.2 has some unexpected vibes that we dig. There's a dedicated button to prompt the Google
Assistant and an LED notification light around the power button. How neat is it? In terms of specifications, Nokia 4.2 also packes a possible Snapdragon 439 chipset for Google Pay, 32GB of expandable storage (up to 400GB), fingerprint sensor and NFC. The display is not the sharpest at just 720p HD and the old Micro-
USB charging port is exciting, but for the price, it's hard to complain too much. Durable, flashy design Google Assistant button notification light water drop notch NFC chip Google Pay dual rear camera 720p display resolution 32GB internal storage micro USB spend also less Nokia 4.2 is a budget phone made right. It is
well built and has excellent software with great specifications and budget price. Source: Apova Birdwazi/Android Central HMD Global's latest entrants in the global portfolio have much to offer. The Nokia 5.3 is powered by the familiar Snapdragon 665 chipset, with 4GB of RAMIt makes a decent enough phone for day-to-
day use, of internal storage. The phone is ready for Android 11, which means it will be one of the first to receive stable updates. There is also a 13MP camera, a 5MP wide-angle lens, a 2MP macro and a 2MP portrait lens on the back. But the prominent feature of the Nokia 5.3 is its battery life. With a 4,000mAh battery
under the hood and an energy-efficient chipset, you get two days of battery life. The phone has a 6.55-inch screen, but the resolution itself is 720p. It's not too bad because the screen feels good in daily use, but the 1080p panel would have been better. Elsewhere, there is NFC, FM radio, 3.5mm headphone jack, Wi-Fi
AC connection and Bluetooth 4.2 for Google Pay. Minimalist design 3.5mm headphone jack 2 days battery life in exciting colors The only 720p display basic Nokia 5.3 offers familiar hardware with a rugged chassis backed by excellent battery life and clean software. Source: Motorola's first Motorola One was a reliable
Android One device that did the basics well, but from a design point of view, it wasn't very exciting. In Motorola One Vision, Motorola focuses on giving you a no-nonsense phone that can do everything you ask for while you have a little pizza. Arguably the most impressive part of One Vision is its 21:9 display. This gives
you a much more filmy experience when watching movies or playing games, and is much narrower and taller than the majority of phones out there. It also looks great with a resolution of 2520x1080. One Vision's Android One software experience is as clean as ever, but you get some of Motorola's great custom additions
like Moto Display and twist your phone twice to open the camera. When it comes to specs, a 48-megapixel (MP) rear camera, USB-C for charging, and 128GB of internal storage that can scale up to 512GB are also available. But there is a slight catch. You can buy Motorola One Vision in the U.S., but it's not officially
sold here. That means two things - 1) it works with AT&amp;T and T-Mobile, but LTE connections may not be so strong in rural areas or crowded buildings. 2) Mobile phones are not guaranteed. Ultra narrow 21:9 display Motorola's excellent software features 48MP rear camera USB-C plastic structure Meh camera does
not support one of the most unique displays on Android phones equipped with all US LTE bands unique 21:9 display, Motorola One Vision offers Android One in a very flashy package. Source: Daniel Bader/ Android Central For many people, cameras are one of the most important factors when buying a new phone.
Every phone on this list has enough cameras to share things on Twitter and Instagram, but the Nokia 9 PureViewIf you want to take your photo game to the next level, take it to a look. Equipped with a total of five cameras on the back, three of which are dedicated monochrome sensors, the other two capture color
images, and the Nokia 9 PureView captures an insane amount of detail and light data per shoot. The automatic shooting mode is fine, but when you shoot manual/RAW, real magic happens. This is a camera that requires a little more work than most other phones, but if you put in time/effort, you can capture some really



gorgeous photos. Outside of the camera experience, the Nokia 9 PureView offers a large OLED display, stunning design and amazing haptics. We hope it was powered by the new Snapdragon 855 chipset, not the old 845, and the fingerprint sensor in the screen can be a pain in the ass. If you can overlook these
complaints, the Nokia 9 PureView is a unique phone worth investing in for some people. Many of the unique 5 camera system manual photo control colorful OLED displays take some of the best photos taking some of the best photos using the impressive glass design big tactile feedback 2018 flagship processor weak
speakers, Nokia 9 PureView is the flagship Android One phone that will take your photos to the next level. Source: Android Central The One Action is certainly a unique option as it has an action camera integrated into its chassis. This will stand out from the rest of the options on this list and may be a good choice if you
want to take a lot of videos on the go. The rear camera has a 117-degree wide-angle lens that seamlessly shoots horizontal video, while Motorola moves the lens in a different position. Elsewhere, the phone comes with a 6.3-inch FHD+ display and is powered by Samsung's Exynos 9609 chipset. It's not the fastest phone
in this segment, but it's currently discounted and can be used on a daily basis. You can also get 4GB of RAM and 128GB of storage, a microSD slot, NFC, FM radio and even a 3.5mm jack. The 3,500mAh battery easily offers a day's use, but the downside here is that charging is limited to 10W. Overall, there are a lot of
things you like in one action, and the camcorder behind you is a great way to differentiate yourself. Built-in action camera vivid screen long lasting battery 3.5mm headphone jack Great design aging hardware 10W Charging with only action cam and dedicated action camera burned into phone all-in-one phone, Motorola
One Action is perfect for taking lots of videos. You can't do it wrong on any of the Android One phones on this list, but at the end of the day, the Nokia 7.2 is our top pick. One of the phone's standout features is the chassis, which followsA legacy of sturdy design. As for the design of the Nokia 7.2, there is nothing that
feels cheaper. Instead, it feels like a proper, much more expensive flagship. As you start using your phone and come to understand features such as its gorgeous display, long-term battery, and NFC for Google Pay, the whole experience comes together to create a really great phone that should last you for years to
come. The main reason to buy Android One is for fast updates and clean software, and all devices on this list deliver in these important areas. Motorola also makes many phones with clean software that is not under the Android One initiative, so look at the best phones in this category for more options. Credit — Team
Joe Marling, who worked on this guide, was a senior editor at Android Central and loved something on the screen and CPU because he remembers. He has been talking and writing about Android in some form since 2012 and often does so while camping at the nearest coffee shop. Do you have any site tips? Get in
touch @JoeMaring1 Twitter joe.maring@futurenet.com or email them to us! A reformed hardware modder, he now spends his time writing about India's burgeoning mobile phone market. Previously, I thought deeply about what life means at IBM. @chunkynerd him on Twitter. We may use our links to obtain purchase
fees. More information. More.
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